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Tykal: one of the great Mayan cities.
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The classic period collapse: end of the 9th, beginning of the
10th century C.E.
At about the turn of the 9th century, approximately between
890 and 910 A.D. most Mayan cities declined and
'disappeared'.
Tykal, Còpan, Palenque, Coba, Uxmal, Chichen-Itza (this last
city's decline is controversial).
Some of these cities managed to achieve a scant recovery but
all lost their splendor, political and economic relevance.
During the classic, ﬁnal period, Mayan society was
characterized by acute elitism: an aristocracy ruthlessly ruled.
Cities were independent 'states': there was neither central
government nor a truly political empire.
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The Mayan question
The Mayas' demise: why did that great civilization disappear?
The waning of the Mayan civilization occurred at the end of
the classic period: 300-950 C.E.
The Mayan cities' population sharply fell around the 9th-10th
century C.E.
Cities were partly destroyed and left in ruins.
The population became dispersed in smaller groups.
Jared Diamond's ﬁve, related, causes.
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Jared Diamond: ﬁve reasons
Population growth outstripping available resources.
The eﬀects of deforestation (related to the above).
Increased ﬁghting, as more and more people fought over
resources.
Climate change: severe drought at the time of the Classic
collapse.
The failure of kings and nobles to recognize and solve the
problems (the failure of the ruling class).
Jared Diamond: Collapse. pp. 176-77.
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Issues
The main issue is why the Mayan civilization deﬁed resilience
and ﬁnally met its (almost) ﬁnal demise.
The question also arises why they all withered away at
approximately the same time.
From historical accounts evidence does not emerge of dense
reciprocal trade and diplomatic links: cities were endemically
at war with each other.
Some trade did occur but it was a rather desultory aﬀair and
taking place with other mesoamerican societies.
The fact is that in spite of its astronomical knowledge and
architectural skills, the Mayan civilisation could not recover
and became slated at a much lower development level.
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Some basic properties
The timing question: suppose, as it is reasonable to assume,
that the various Mayan settlements began their last historical
cycle at approximately the same time.
Assume them to be of roughly the same, small, size and
randomly distribute them across the Yucatan peninsula.
Consider that their institutions were also quite similar: a very
hierarchical society, ruled ruthlessly by kings and aristocracy.
The same cultural values and attitudes towards reproduction:
hence, basically they all featured roughly the same population
growth rate.
If we also suppose that expansion would occur at the cost of
the same decreasing fertility, then the overall motion would be
rather similar.
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A simpliﬁed rule of motion: a reminder
Given the evidence and the assumptions that it supports, it is
reasonable to suppose that labour absorbtion-labour supply
equilibrium be redered by:
d
dt
∫ G(t)
0
lg (z)dz = nL
s(0)ent
the required investable rate:
r(t) =
nLs(0)ent
lg (G (t))G (t)
and in the steady state:
g∗ = r∗ = n
1+µ
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Discussion
What these results indicate is that the growth rate of output
in the steady state is lower than the population growth rate on
account of decreasing returns due to land lowering fertility.
The implication is that consumption per head on marginal
lands:
w(t) = w(0)e−µ
n
1+µ t
decreases constantly. Note also that the average is equally
downward sloping:
wˆ(t) =
w(0)
µr∗t
(1− e−µr∗t)
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Reaching up to social minimum of consumption
These simple dynamics indicate that social minimum of
consumption will be met, either on marginal lands or on
average in the whole economy when:
t¯ =
log
w(0)
w¯
µ n
1+µ
in the former or when y1(t) = y2(t), solving for a t
∗ in the
latter case; where
y1(t) = 1− w¯µr
∗t
w(0)
;
y2(t) = e
−µr∗t
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Mere subsistence
The same equations can be used in order to compute the time
required to reach w∗, namely the mere subsistence level.
It is clear that if w(0) is (approximately) the same for all the
social entities, given also the same µ , the factor that
measures how biting decreasing returns are, then they all reach
w∗at (approximately) the same time.
Note that the theory developed in a previous lecture foretells
that an economy in which there is no appreciable technical
progress, will inescapably reach the mere subsistence. When
this dire event occurs, an endogenous population-output
dynamics sets in.
Exhausting all possibilities of hoarding surplus labour at a
sustainable level of consumption per head, forebodes bitter
strife both within society itself, i.e. uprising against ruling
elites, invading and waging war on neighbouring social entities.
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A stable very low level equilibrium
The whole problem hinges on the low productivity of the
Mayan economy.
The Mayas practiced an agricultural technique known as
swidden agriculture, i.e. slash-and-burn.
Their tools were primitive: they scarcely had any metal
implements and used stone hoes to sow and plant : a wooden
shaft with hand-shaped stone head.
The land where they had settled, roughly the area comprising
the Yucatan peninsula, was not particularly fertile. It is
reported to be quite rocky.
Forests grew thanks to large rainfall, but once fell down or
burned out the ground fertility rapidly waned: this explains the
necessity to move towards as yet unexploited land.
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Tools
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Stability
Turn to the set of equations that are here indicated for short
as:

Ls = f1(L
s ,w)

w = f2(L
s ,L)

L = f3(L,w)
and consider the stationary solutions
·
x = 0.
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The stationary solutions: a reminder
Stationary solutions are:

Ls = 0....when.....w = w∗

w = 0....when....L = Ls

L = 0....when....w =
1−kg
lg [Θ(L)]
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The stability condition
It has been argued that this system exhibits stability since
β2 < 0.
The explanation: the system is in mere subsistence equilibrium
and consumption per head equals the entire net product;
If there were to be any increase in population, this would lead
to a net product unable to restore the minimum stock of grain
to support output at the minimum level.
Hence, output would fall, consumption would decline below
the level required to sustain the population level which would
in turn restore the net product barely required to return to
mere consumption. Thus, this economy is trapped in a very
low level of equilibrium.
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Lost in the jungle
A great civilization lost in the jungle!!
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The bronze age high civilization: Reading
Eric Cline's book: '1177. The year Civilization Collapsed '.
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